ABSTRACT Mining frequent closed itemsets (FCIs) from transaction databases is a fundamental problem in many data mining applications. All the enumeration algorithms enumerate FCIs by adding a singleton item to an itemset and then checking whether it is closure. In order to reduce enumerations, we enumerate FCIs by adding an itemset to the existing FCI itemset. To this end, we first analyze a binary relation on the set of itemsets in transaction databases, show co-occurrence relation among items, and prove that the relation is reflexive and transitive. Next, we use the relation to construct a topology for the set of itemsets and prove that all FCIs are included in the topology. Then, we construct a topology-transaction tree (TT-tree) and provide a topology-transaction miner (TT-Miner) algorithm for enumerating FCIs in the TT-tree. Finally, an extensive experimental evaluation on a number of real and synthetic databases shows that the TT-Miner is an efficient and scalable algorithm compared with the previous methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mining frequent patterns or itemsets [1] is a popular data mining task that is a fundamental and essential to a wide range of data mining applications. These applications include the discovery of correlation or causal relations [2] - [4] , sequential patterns [5] - [8] , multidimensional patterns or association rules [9] - [20] , etc. The task can be described as: Given a transaction database and a user-specified minimum support, find all itemsets that occur in (frequency) no less than the minimum support. Those itemsets are called frequent itemsets (FIs), and the minimum support (minSup) is a percentage of the database.
The early and common way to traverse the nodes of a tree is breadth-first. The most famous and earliest implementation of FIs mining in this way is Apriori by Agrawal et al. [1] which is a bottom-up, breadth-first search algorithm testing candidates by scanning database many times. It uses the downward closure property to prune unfrequent itemsets, if an itemset is frequent, all its subsets must also be frequent. It uses a prefix tree data structure built level by level. Each new level is constructed by creating a child node for every frequent item set on the upper level. The support of each candidate is counted by access the transaction database. Most of the proposed FIs mining algorithms are apriori-style algorithm. They have a good performance for short FIs minging, where the transaction databases are sparse such as supermarket sale database. But they have not a satisfactory performance for long FIs mining, where the transaction databases are dense such as gene database.
Afterwards, depth-first search is popular and more efficient, known from algorithms such as Eclat [21] . Eclat is a famous algorithm best described with the concept of an enumeration tree, for the wide variation in the different strategies used by it. It first proposed prefix-based equivalence classes as a means of independent sub-lattice mining. After partitioning the candidate set into disjoint groups, Eclat uses a candidate partitioning approach, intersects tid lists recursively. There are many variations of Ecalt algorithms have been proposed [22] .
Other pattern-growth mining methods proposed along the years, such as FP-growth, proposed by Han et al. [23] is a depth-first, partitioning-based, divide-and-conquer search algorithm and uses FP-trees to store frequency information of the original database. Its advantage is that frequent itemsets are generated in a compressed form by just scanning database two times, and it performs well.
It uses relatively complicated data structures for searching the FP-tree.
A major problem in applications of FIs mining is that the volume of the FIs is often extremely large. A particularly interesting form of concise representation is that of closed itemsets [24] . A frequent closed itemset (FCI) is included in no other frequent itemset included in the same transactions. Closed sets are lossless in the sense that they can be used to uniquely determine the set of all frequent itemsets and their exact frequency, which are suitable for generating rules [25] .
There are several famous and efficient FCIs mining algorithms have been proposed. CHARM [25] is a FCIs mining algorithm, using the vertical representation of databases and diffset for efficient closure checking operation and fast support computing. It simultaneously searches both the itemset space and transaction space over a novel IT-tree search space, and uses an efficient hybrid search methods to skip many unnecessary enumerations.
FPclose [11] is a variant and improvement of FP-growth on FCIs mining. A significant part of mining time in FP-growth is spent on visiting the tree. FPclose uses a special data structure FP-array to greatly improve the need to traverse on FPtree. If the input database is sparse, the array based technique performs well, for the array can save the traversal time. If the input database is dense, the tree based representation is more compact. FPclose has a mechanism to identify the database is sparse or dense in order to select proper data structure. FPclose counts the number of nodes in each level of the tree. If the upper quarter of the tree contains more than 15% of the total number of nodes, the database is likely sparse. Then, FPclose uses an array in the next level of mining [22] . Otherwise, it still use tree base representation. It also uses a CFI-tree for closure checking of frequent itemsets efficiently.
LCM [26] uses a purely vertical and a purely horizontal representation data structure in parallel. Its processing scheme is like a variant of the Eclat algorithm, but use a new technology named Occorrence Deliver to replace the intersection of transaction index lists. LCM constructs the conditional transaction database only to read memory linearly and stores the transaction indices through direct access. It proposes prefix-preserving closure extension, which combines tail-extension and closure operation to enumerate frequent closed itemsets directly [27] .
All the enumeration algorithms so far, enumerate FCIs by adding a singleton item to an itemset and then checking whether it is closure. In other words, the length of an closed itemset is k, which means the generation process contains k enumerations except failure enumerations. Can we reduce the number of enumerations of a FCI to less than the length of it ? In other words, can we enumerate FCIs by adding an itemset to a known FCI itemset ? The answer is yes, if we take advantage of co-occurrence relation among items, see Fig. 1 . Theoretically, the powerset of items set naturally forms a powerset lattice, also called as the itemset lattice. In the itemset lattice, items a and b are frequent items, but {a, b} may be unfrequent, hence using frequent items to generate FIs directly may be not very efficient. From the point of view of algebras, FIs are naturally used to obtain a relation R on the set of items I , i.e., item a is in the relation R to item b if there exists a frequent itemset contains a and b. In other words, can we construct a more compressed relation on the set of items I , and the relation allows us to use several frequent items to generate FIs at a time. In our earlier paper [28] , we propose a novel method to generate the formal concept lattice, which is based on a topology for attributes of a formal context. The topology for attributes is induced by a reflexive and transitive relation on the set of attributes. By defining an equivalent relation on the topology for attributes, we prove that the formal concept lattice and the quotient topology for attributes decided by the equivalent relation is isomorphic.
In this paper, we analyze the reflexive and transitive relation on the set of items I , and construct the topology for items of transaction databases to explain co-occurrence relation among items. It is more important that we propose topologytransaction tree (TT-tree) to fast construct the topology for I , and obtain FCIs from TT-tree.
Compared with enumerating many possible subsets by singleton items in the existed methods, generating FIs, FCIs based on the base B I of the topology T I can reduce the search space, save running time and the size of memory, efficiently.
A. CONTRIBUTIONS
We introduce Topology-Transaction Miner (TT-Miner), an efficient algorithm for enumerating all the frequent closed itemsets. The major contributions of the paper are summarized as follows: 1) We reveal a co-occurrence relation between items, described by topologicalbasis. 2) We use the set of topologicalbasis and the set of transactions to construct a novel TT-tree search space, which is condensed and contains the set of all FCIs.
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3) TT-Miner mines FCIs in TT-tree, which enumerates FCIs by adding itemsets (topologicalbasis) to preexisting itemsets. The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section II, prepares the basic notion and definitions. In Section III, we analyze the reflexive and transitive relation on the set of items, and use the relation to construct the topology for the set of items, and prove that FCIs are contained in the topology. Then we use the topology and transaction pairs to construct TT-tree structure. In Section IV, we provide the design and implementation of TT-Miner algorithm, and explain some popular techniques used for reducing computation time. In Section V, we select various databases to show TT-Miner for mining FCIs and compare TT-tree method with the existed method. We conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. FREQUENT ITEMSETS MINING
Mining frequent itemsets (FIs) can be explained as following [1] , [25] , [26] : Let I = {i 1 , i 2 , · · · , i m } be a set of m items, the database D be a set of n transactions, each one identified by its unique tid and contains a set of items. The set of all tids of D is denoted as T = {t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t n }. The transaction database D is noted as D = (T , I). The set I ⊆ I is also called an itemset and a set T ⊆ T is called a tidset. If I = k, then I is called a k-itemset. Table 1 shows an example of a transaction database D. There are five items, I = {i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , i 4 , i 5 }, and six transactions, T = {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , t 5 , t 6 }. Each tid denotes a transaction, which is determined by a subset of I, i.e., the first transaction is t 1 , which is determined by {i 1 , i 5 } ⊆ I.
For an itemset I , we denote its corresponding tidset as t(I ), which is the set of all tids of transactions that contain I as a subset, i.e., in Table 1 
For a tidset T , we denote its corresponding itemsets as i(T ), which is the set of items common to all the transactions with tids in T , e.g., i({t 1 }) = {i 1 , i 5 }, i({t 1 , t 2 }) = {i 1 }. An itemset I is contained in a transaction t , t ∈ T , if I ⊆ i(t ), and t is called an occurrence of I . We note that,
(1)
The support of an itemset I , denoted by σ (I ), is the percentage of transaction in D containing I , i.e., σ (I ) = |t(I )|/n, n is the volume of transactions. Given the user defined min- imum support minSup. If σ (I ) ≥ minSup, then itemset I is frequent. An frequent itemset I is closed if there exists not proper superset I ⊃ I with σ (I ) = σ (I ). Alternatively, an frequent itemset I is closed, if and only if i(t(I )) = I [29] .As an example in Table 1 5 } is closed, and {i 3 , i 4 } is not closed.
All the existing methods enumerate itemsets by adding singleton items to pre-existing itemsets, such as Apriori, FP-tree, CHARM and LCM. Our method is quite different from others, for TT-tree is constructed by elements of the topologicalbasis, which are itemsets itself.
III. TOPOLOGY-TRANSACTION SEARCH TREE
In this section, we first give some formal expressions on transactions and items, then we induce a binary relation on the set of items and prove that the relation is reflexive and transitive, more important, we prove all the FCIs are included in the topology, which is generated by the relation on the set of items. Finally, we give a algorithm to calculate the topologicalbasis.
A. THE REFLEXIVE AND TRANSITIVE RELATION ON THE SET OF ITEMS
Intuitively, i(T ) is the maximum itemset contained in each transaction of T , e.g., i({t 4 Table 1 , itemset {i 2 , i 3 } is the maximum itemset contained in t 1 and t 2 . Based on Eqs. (1) and (2), we can easily obtain the following properties about t(I ) and i(T ) [28] .
Property 1: In D = (T , I), let itemsets I 1 and I 2 of I, transaction tid subsets T 1 and T 2 of T . We have
Definition 1: For any transaction database D = (T , I)
and each item i k ∈ I, the association items set of i k is
From the algebraic point of view, C(i k ) is the maximal itemset which are contained in those transactions containing item i k , e.g., in Table 1 ,
Naturally, for each itemset I k of I, the association items set of I k is determined by
Property 2: For any transaction database D = (T , I) and
this means that item i k is contained in transactions containing item i j , or transactions that contain item i j must contain item i k , hence,
Definition 2: For any transaction database D = (T , I), a binary relation on I is called as the association relation on I if for any i j and i k in I,
Intuitively, the association relation can be understood as co-occurrence relation among items, e.g., the association relation on I of Table 1 is shown in Table 2 , R I (i 2 , i 3 ) = 1 means that transactions containing i 2 must contain item i 3 , hence we further confirm that the support of i 3 is not less than the support of i 2 , or if i 2 is a frequent item, then i 3 must be a frequent item, such information is useful to analyze FIs and FCIs. Property 3: For any transaction database D = (T , I), the association relation R I on I is such that 1) Reflexivity:
Reflexivity is obvious. We only prove transitivity, according to Property 2 and Eq.(4), if R I (i j , i k ) = 1 and
In Table 2 , we notice that R I may be not symmetry, e.g., R I (i 2 , i 3 ) = 1 but R I (i 3 , i 2 ) = 0, this means that R I is not necessary an equivalence relation on I.
B. THE TOPOLOGY FOR THE SET OF ITEMS
In this section, we construct the topology for the set of items based the association relation R I on I and prove that FCIs are contained in the topology, then we provide Algorithm 1 to calculate the topologicalbasis B I .
Algorithm 1 Calc-Topologicalbasis(D, minSup)
Input: D = (T , I), minSup. Output: B I . Method: 1) Read D, save it as horizontal format H and vertical format V , where
The binary relation, especially the equivalence relation, has been widely used in rough set theory [30] - [39] . In [28] , we proved that a reflexive and transitive relation on I can be used to determine lower approximation of subset of I and construct a topology for I. According to Property 3, the association relation R I on I can be used to construct a topology for I, i.e., for any itemset I ⊆ I, R I can be used to determine lower approximation of I as follows:
Theorem 1 [28] : For any transaction database D = (T , I), 1) T I = {R I (I )|∀I ⊆ I} is a topology for I;
2) B I = {C(i)|∀i ∈ I} is a base for the topology T I . 1) and 2) in Theorem 1 means that the topology T I for I can be generated by the base B I , i.e., for any R I (I ) ∈ T I , R I (I ) = ∪ i j ∈I C(i j ), e.g., according to Table 2, Table 3 is a topologicalbasis for the topology, the topology for I is
The pseudocode for calculating topologicalbasis B I appears in algorithm 1. The algorithm starts by reading transaction database D, and saving it as horizontal format H (itemsets) and vertical format V (tidset) in Line 1. The C(i) is initialized by the row of
is the first tid of the ith vertical list. Line 6 means C(i) is calculated by set intersection operation of all the horizontal format lists corresponding to the tidset of item i. We then insert C(i) to B I , it should be noted that all the members of B I are identical, and |B I | ≤ I. Then sort B I with the descending order of each topologicalbasis's cardinality VOLUME 7, 2019 in Line 10. After we return, the topologicalbasis B I has already been generated. As an example calculating C(i 1 ) of i 1 in Table 1 ,
What's more, we find that topologicalbasis has some important properties as follows:
Property 4: In D = (T , I), for any item i ∈ I, its corresponding topologicalbasis is C(i), the set of topologicalbasis
3) |B I | ≤ |I|. 1) and 2) in Property 4 show that all items are included in their corresponding topologicalbasis, and the volume of each topologicalbasis is greater than or equal to 1. It should be noted that, if item i occurrence in an itemset X and |C(i)| > 1, i ∈ I, then all the items in C(i) besides item i will occurrence in X , in other words, C(i) \ i is co-occurrence with item i, i.e., shown in Table 3 , the topologicalbasis of 3) in Property 4 shows that the topologicalbasis space is no bigger than the item set space. In other words, different item may have a same topologicalbasis, e.g., in Table 1 , if add a new item i 6 into I, its tidset is {t 1 , t 2 , t 5 }, then t(i 6 ) = {t 1 , t 2 , t 5 }, and C(i 6 ) = {i 1 , i 6 } = C(i 1 ), so item i 1 and i 6 have a same topologicalbasis. If two or more items have a same topologicalbasis, we only save one copy of it to topologicalbasis set B I . From this point of view, this can be viewed as a attribute reduction method.
Property 5: For any transaction database D = (T , I). 1) ∀i ∈ I , supports of i ∈ I and C(i) are equal, i.e.,
2) ∀i k ∈ C(i j ), the support of i k is more than or equal to the support of i j , i.e.,
3) if I is a frequent itemset such that i ∈ I , then
According to Eqs. (1)- (3) and Property 1, the property can be easily proved. Such as in To detail all FCIs are in the topology, we need an equivalence relation ∼ = on the topology T I , the equivalence relation ∼ = is determined by support of element of T I , i.e., for any two elements I j and I k of T I , I j ∼ = I k if and only if t(I j ) = t(I k ), then we can obtain equivalent classes T I / ∼ = of T I , and each equivalent class contains closed itemsets [28] .
Property 6 [28] Table 1 ,
In summary, we confirm that the topology T I for I contains all FCIs, the base B I of T I can be used to generate all of them according to Properties 5-6.
IV. TT-MINER ALGORITHM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we first introduce some basic notions of TT-tree in IV-A. And then, we give two basic algorithms for showing the processes of constructing TT-tree in IV-B and mining FCIs in IV-C. Then, we present an efficient algorithm TT-Miner for mining FCIs, which includes enumerating closed candidates in TT-tree and checking closure of them, in IV-D. Last, we give some techniques to reduce computation time and memory usage, in IV-E.
A. TT-TREE OF THE TOPOLOGY T I FOR I
Now, we give some basic notion of TT-tree. According to Theorem 1, the topology T I for I of D = (T , I) can be generated by revisiting elements of the base B I of T I . Inspired by hash-tree in Apriori, FP-tree in FP-growth and IT-tree in CHARM method, here we provide topologytransaction tree (TT-tree) to fast construct the topology T I for I, formally, a topology-transaction pair (TT-pair) is I × t(I ), where I ⊆ I, especially, for every element of the base B I , it's TT-pair is called as base-transaction pair and has the form B I (i) × t(B I (i)), for convenience, we write 2 , · · · , t q } as t 1 t 2 · · · t q and I ×t(I ) as i 1 i 2 · · · i p ×t 1 t 2 · · · t q . Similar to hashtree, FP-tree and IT-tree, we order all base-transaction pairs by a decreasing order, i.e., for any two base-transaction pairs Especially, the most important property of TT-tree is that the search space in TT-tree is compressed, when exist some
The more items whose cardinal number of topologicalbasis are bigger than one, the more compressed of the search space in TT-tree. A father node I × t(I )(I ∈ I) and a topologicalbasis B I (i) combine a child node (I ∪ B I (i)) × (t(I ) ∩ t(B I (i))), if |B I (i)| = N > 1, this child node is roughly equivalent to the father node combining with at most N items.
In Fig. 2 , we compare TT-tree and IT-tree of CHARM with the same database in [25] , see Table 4 . Figure a is the IT-tree structure of the database, and figure b is the TTtree structure of the same database. All FCIs are labeled by orange boxes. It is obviously that, the IT-tree has 6 levels and 32 nodes, accordingly, TT-tree has only 4 levels and 13 nodes, and all the nodes of TT-tree are included in IT-tree. Not only the search space of TT-tree is highly compressed, but also the iteration times of constructing each node is fewer, i.e., the left bottom node in TT-tree is ACDTW × 5, generated by 3 iterations, but the same node in IT-tree needs 5 iterations. For constructing the TT-tree and IT-tree, the total iterations are 21 and 80, respectively, except iterations of no nodes being generated. For FCIs mining in this example, TT-tree comparing with IT-tree, the nodes and iterations are reduced by 59% and 73% respectively. 
B. CONSTRUCTION OF TT-TREE
We now present a basic algorithm Construct-TT -tree to show the process of construction of TT-tree for the topology T I on the transaction database D = (T , I). TT-tree structure combines both the topologicalbasis space and transaction space, the form is similar to IT-tree in CHARM [25] . But TT-tree is more condensed and convergence than IT-tree, for each child node is generated by its father node and a topologicalbasis rather than a singleton item.
The pseudocode for constructing TT-tree appears in Algorithm 2. The algorithm starts by calling calctopologicalbasis, for scanning the transaction database, examining the frequent items, generating each topologicalbasis B I (i), and sorting all of them with descending order of |B I (i)|. The corresponding transactions of each topologicalbasis be represented by an array list or a bitmap. And then add each topologicalbasis and its corresponding transactions as a child of root, in Line 4. TT-tree-Extended is responsible for considering each node whether to grow new nodes, in Line 5. For a existing node I × t(I ), constructing by its father node and topologicalbasis B I (j), which is not the last topologicalbasis (j < |B I |), may generate a new child node, in Line 8. If a candidate node meet the conditions that, its component topologicalbasis B I (k) is not included in its father node and its support is bigger than minSup, then it will be constructed, in Line 9-10. Then add the new node to TT-tree, and call TT-tree-Extend function, in Line 11-12. After return, a TT-tree has already been generated, then we can mine the FCIs from it. Now, we provide a basic Algorithm 3 to obtain FCIs from TT-tree, which uses hash table for storing FIs and closure checking like CHARM [25] . This algorithm is responsible for visiting all nodes of TT-tree, and obtaining all the closed itemsets. Input variable N is a set containing all TT-pairs. Output variable C is the set containing all FCIs in N . We use a hash function h(I ) = T ∈t(I ) T , which is the cardinality of t(I ). add I to C //I is closed 11) end for 12) return C FIGURE 3. TT-tree for mining FCIs with a database in CHARM [25] .
I ×t(I ), if there is no superset including I in HashTable[h(I )], then I is closed.
Example 1: Table 4 is a transaction database [11] . We fix minSup = 0.5, then a frequent itemset should at least occurrence in 3 transactions. Based Eqs. Fig.3) . In TT-tree, we can obtain FIs, which are in the following TT-pairs
We can obtain all FCIs nodes from Fig.3 , by using Algorithm 3, HashTable [13] = {ACW × 1345}, HashTable [21] = {C × 123456}, HashTable [17] = {CD × 2456}, HashTable [15] = {CT × 1356, CW × 12345}, HashTable [9] = {ACTW × 135, CTW × 135}, HashTable [11] = {CDW × 245}. Only HashTable [9] has two nodes, and CTW ⊆ ACTW , and t(CTW ) = t(ACTW ) so CTW is not closed. We obtain all closed itemsets C = {ACW , C, CD, CT , CW , ACTW , CDW }. In Fig. 3 , two nodes ACTW × 135 and CTW × 135 have the same transactions 135, and CTW ⊆ ACTW , so ACTW is closed, CTW is not closed. According to Property 6, we can obtain the same C. Compared with IT-tree enumerating 17 candidate nodes, in Fig. 4 , TT-tree enumerates only 8 nodes (except root node), in Fig. 3 . It is obviously, that the search space of TT-tree is compressed. Particular, if for each i, |B I (i)| = 1, then TT-tree and IT-tree have a same search space.
D. TT-MINER:A FAST FCIs MINING ALGORITHM
We now present TT-Miner, a very efficient algorithm for mining all the FCIs. TT-Miner uses a novel search method, based on properties of topologicalbasis and TT-tree structure, that constructs less levels and generates fewer candidates and checks the closure quickly. The pseudocode for TT-Miner appears in Algorithm 4. It starts by calculating the set of topologicalbasis B I of dataset D. The topologicalbasis disclosing the co-occurrence relations is a basic element for constructing TT-tree and not always a singleton item. The main procedure is performed in TT -miner-Extend, which returns all FCIs.
Algorithm 4 TT -Miner(D, minSup)
Input:
Inspired by LCM [26] , we take the framework of backtracking and pattern extending in TT -miner-Extend. The pseudocode provided in Algorithm 5, is responsible for closure checking of combination, of the current FCI and its subsequent topologicalbasis. First add the current FCI P into C in Line 1, which is generated in last iteration. Then reduce D by a technique called anytime database reduction in LCM in Line 2, which will be described in next section. And then, enumerate all the extend patterns of P, and check the closure of them in the loop in Line 3-7. key(P) means a ordinal number of topologicalbasis generated P, i.e., P = P ∪B I (j), then key(P) is j. Fast-closed-test is used to check the closure
Algorithm 5 TT -Miner-Extend(D, P, t(P), C, B I )
Input: D = (T , I): transaction database, P: current frequent closed itemset, t(P): transactions including P, C: all FCIs. Method: 1) add P into C 2) Reduce D as D by Anytime Database Reduction 3) for i:= key(P)+1 to |B I | 4) if Fast-closed-test(P, B I (i)) is true and σ (P ∪B I (i)) ≥ minSup then 5) P := P ∪ B I (i), t(P) := t(P) ∩ t(B I (i)) 6) call TT -Miner-Extend(D , P, t(P), C, B I )); 7) end for 8) return
Algorithm 6 Fast-Closed-Test(P, B I (i))
Input: D = (T , I): transaction database, P: current frequent closed itemset, t(P): transactions including P, C: all FCIs. Method: 1) tid min := the tid of the shortest transaction of t(P ∪B I (i)) 2) X := i(tid min )/(P ∪ B I (i)) 3) for each x ∈ X 4) if x is included in all transactions of t(P) ∩ t(B I (i)) 5) return false; 6) end for 7) return true of P ∪B I (i), the detail is in Algorithm 6. If P ∪B I (i) is closed and frequent, then it will be a new FCI, named P also. Then call TT -Miner-Extend to test and generate subsequent FCIs, iteratively.
Inspired by fast prefix-preserving test in LCM [26] , we give a method for fast closure checking, P ∪ B I (i) in Algorithm 6. In order to check the closure of P ∪ B I (i), we need to know whether P ∪ B I (i) is equal to i(t(P ∪ B I (i))) or not. It is obvious that the calculation of i(t(P ∪ B I (i))) is very time consuming. From Property 2, we know that P ∪ B I (i) ⊆ C(P ∪ B I (i)). There are two possibile conditions:
is a FCI In order to reduce the test amount of items, we find the shortest transaction of t(P ∪ B I (i)), its tid is tid min . For all the transaction are stored in array lists, it is easy to find tid min . Then we set X as i(tid min )/(P ∪ B I (i)). If a member of X is included in all transactions of t(P)∩t(B I (i)), then P∪B I (i) is not a FCI, meeting condition 1. If all the members of X are not included in all transactions of t(P) ∩ t(B I (i)), then P ∪ B I (i) is a FCI, meeting condition 2. In practice, |X | P ∪ B I (i), so the test amount of X is obviously reduced.
E. REDUCING COMPUTATION TIME
In this section, we explain some popular techniques used for reducing computation time and memory usage.
1) REPRESENTATION OF THE DATABASE
We use a vertical bitmap to represent for the database like MAFIA [40] . It is efficient for dense databases. In a vertical bitmap, there is one bit stand for each transaction in the database. If item i appears in transaction j, then bit j of the bitmap for item i is set to one; otherwise, the bit is set to zero. Similarly, if a node in TT-tree is Fig. 3 , the top left node ACW × 135, tidset 135 can be represented by [1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0] T . Let onecount(X ) be the number of ones in the vertical bitmap for X , then onecount(X ) is exactly the support of X , which is also the support of the node in TT-tree. For X and Y are two itemsets, X Y is simply computed as the bitwise-AND of bitmap X and bitmap Y .
2) FREQUENT COUNTING
In FCIs mining, the process of frequent counting is computeintensive. In this paper , we take an efficient methods Occurrence Deliver [26] in this process.
Occurrence Deliver is particularly efficient for sparse database in reducing the computation of t(P ∪ B I (i)). It computes the tids of P ∪ B I (i) for i = key(P) + 1 to |B I | at once by tracing the tids in t(P). It use a bucket for each i to be added, i ∈ I, i > key(P), and set them empty set at the beginning. Then, by visiting each transaction t ∈ t(P), Occurrence Deliver inserts t to the bucked of i for each i ∈ i(t), i > key(P). After visiting all the transaction in t(P), and inserting each tid to its corresponding bucket, the bucket of i is equal to t(P ∪ B I (i)).
3) ANYTIME DATABASE REDUCTION
In order to facilitate the computation of FCIs, the size of the input database is reduced by removing infrequent items and the same transactions are merged into one. We use anytime database reduction method [26] to reduce the database in TT -Miner-Extend. For input FCI P in each iteration of TTMiner-Extend, those unnecessary items and transactions are deleted:
1) transactions not including P; 2) transactions including no item bigger than key(P), 3) items i, satisfies i ≤ key(P), and 4) items i, satisfies that σ (P ∪ B I (i)) < minSup. This process is efficient in practice, especially for large support.
V. EXPERIMENTS ANALYSIS
We chose 6 real databases and 1 synthetic database as benchmarks, publicly available from FIMI'03 [41] , for the performance tests. The accidents database [42] contains traffic accidents data of a region of Belgium for period 1991-2000. The chess and connect databases are derived from their respective game steps. The mushroom data set contains characteristics of 23 species of mushrooms. The pumsb database contain census data and pumsb* is the same as pumsb without items with 80 percent or more support. The chess, connect and mushroom databases were originally taken from UCI Machine Learning Repository [43] . T40I10D100K is a synthetic dataset created by the IBM Almaden synthetic data generator. Table 5 shows the characteristics of the databases used in this paper, which shows the number of items, the average transaction length, the number of records and the value range of minSup in each data set .
All our experiments were performed on a ThinkPad laptop with 2.3 GHz Intel i5-6200U CPU, 20 GB of memory, running 64-bit Windows 10. TT-Miner was coded in C, using Microsoft Visual 2015. All times reported are wall-clock time and include all preprocessing costs. On chess database, it is obvious that TT-Miner performs well against others. There is a counterintuitive phenomenon, that the running time of TT-Miner and LCM for the support value 80% is smaller than it for the support value 90%. We think the reason is the programs read dataset from the cache except for the first time reading from disk. Apriori can not run on low support, i.e., support values are smaller than 40%. TT-Miner is about 10 times faster than FPclose and Eclat/LCM.
A. MINING CLOSED FREQUENT ITEMSETS
On connect database, Apriori runs fast at very low support, but runs slower and slower, as the support is reduced. Comparing with Eclat/LCM, we find that both TT-Miner and Eclat/LCM have a good performance for higher support values. However, the performance gap between TT-Miner and Eclat/LCM widens, as the support is reduced. TT-Miner is significantly better than others. For the support value is 15%, LCM has almost the same running time as TT-Miner.
On pumsb database, TT-Miner is only a little faster than LCM. For very high support values, Eclat/LCM and Apriori are faster than FPclose, but their performances are going into reverse for very low support values. TT-Miner is 10 times faster than FPclose, and more than 50 times faster than Eclat/LCM.
On pumsb* database, TT-Miner is faster than other except for the support value is 40%. FPclose is slower than others for very low support, but is fast for high support. Apriori is the slowest among all the program, and can not run on low support, i.e., support values are smaller than 30%.
The performance on synthetic database was shown in Fig. 6 . On T40I10D100K, which is a synthetic database, except for Apriori, others have a very similar trend: as supports decrease, the running time increases gradually. Apriori runs fastly for high support values, but runs slowly for low support values and can not run for very low support values. TT-Miner has the best performance for low support values.
Finally, we compare the perform on mushroom database. Apriori runs several order of magnitudes slower than others no matter for high or low support values. TT-Miner, FPclose, Eclat/LCM and LCM perform very well, and have very small speed gaps.
To sum up, TT-Miner runs faster than other algorithms in most instances, no matter the support values are high or low. 
B. SCALEUP EXPERIMENTS
Scaleup test in Fig. 6 shows how TT-Miner scales with an increasing number of transactions. In this research, we replicated the transactions from 2 to 16 times, and kept the parameters constant of 7 databases, i.e., for chess having 3196 transactions, at a replication factor of 2, it will have 6392 transactions. We find the running time of TT-Miner increasing by linear, with increasing number of transactions, at a given minSup.
C. COMPARISON ITEM SPACE AND TOPOLOGICAL BASIS SPACE
In property 4, |B I | ≤ |I|, which means the topologicalbasis space is not bigger than the item space. In the experiments above, we found the cardinal number of topologicalbasis is smaller than that of item, on pumsb and pumsb*, see in Table 6 , i.e., in pumsb* database, if minSup = 10%, the volume of item set is 110, but the volume of vecctorbase is reduced by 18% to 93, the number of iterations is also reduced by 48.72%. The radio of #item and #topologicalbasis is between 1.08 and 1.24. In other words, the topologicalbasis space is at least 8% and at most 24% smaller then the item space. If we do not remove the redundant topologicalbasis, and mark the iterations of the TT-Miner program as #iter_iters. #vector_iters is the iterations of TT-Miner program, which has removed the redundant topologicalbasis. Accordingly, radio of #item_iters and #topologicalbasis_iters is between 1.02 and 1.4872. In other words, the iterations of the program using topologicalbasis is reduced by 2% to 48.72%.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
Frequent itemsets and closed itemsets are widely used to generate association rules from transaction databases, and many methods have been proposed to obtain frequent itemsets or closed itemsets. In this paper, the topology on itemset of a transaction database is constructed to represent more general associative relationship among items of transaction databases, it has been proved that closed itemsets are included in the topology on itemset, it is important that the basis for the topology deduced directly from the transaction database can be used to generate the topology on itemset, this can efficiently avoid a large number of unnecessary enumerations. The experimental and comparative results show that FCIs mining based on topology for itemset is an efficient method.
In the view of granular computing, the knowledge granular of the topology of item set is coarser than a singleton item. Theoretically the construct speed of TT-tree should be faster than other tree structure mining methods, and the searching space of FCIs is reduced naturally. According to analyze the procedure of constructing of TT-tree, it may satisfy parallelism. In our next work, we will try to modify it to a parallel version of TT-tree.
Furthermore, TT-tree can be used to fast mine minimal non-redundant association rules from transaction databases. 
